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HPCE 520/SANDBLASTING EXTREME PACK
Product group: 436  Product number: 721175

Sandblasting pack, Unitor™ HPCE520™

Allows fast surface preparation up to 10m2/h to SA 2,5.
Optimal choice for efficient and fast paint maintenance. Large areas can be covered in a swift depending on the coating 
damages to be treated.
Kit includes container for grit (Garnet grit is recommended)

Product information

In several countries sandblasting is banned. Water blasting combines with abrasive like Garnet is a safer and dust free method. Process speeds can be as fast as
conventional dry sand blasting when using the equivalent size and type of media. However, the presence of water between the media and the substrate being processed
creates a lubricating cushion that can protect both the media and the surface from excess damage. This has the dual advantage of lowering media breakdown rates and
preventing impregnation of foreign materials into the surface. Hence surfaces after wet blasting are extremely clean, there is no embedded secondary contamination from
the media or from previous blasting processes, and there is no static cling of dust to the blasted surface. Subsequent coating or bonding operations are always better after
wet blasting than dry blasting because of the cleanliness levels achieved.

Abrasive material:

The following dry and pourable blasting agents of grain size 0,1 - 3 mm can be used (optimal grit size: 0,8 - 1,2 mm, grit consumption 2 - 2,5 kg/min).

Silica sand for universal use on quartzose surfaces, burner chamber slag Asilikos, Copper slag, Dolomite for natural stone surfaces, Glass beads for polishing welding
seams/stainless steel, Hardwood pellets, maize cob grind for highly sensitive surfaces.

Features
Included helmet with ear and facial protection
Suction hose
Container

Benefits
Dust free surface blasting
Leaves no static cling of dust on surface
Best treatment prior to painting

Specification

General

Invent Hazard Material (IMO/EU) classification NA

Documents

Related products

Accessories
721340
HPCE 520/330/SAND.SUCT.NIPPLE EXTREME/20PCS

Is accessory to
778855
PANAMAX CARGO HOLD CLEANING KIT
778955
UNITOR CARGO HOLD COMPACT KIT

Is frequently bought together with
728915
REP.KIT FOR POWERSPEED FOR HPCE 520
721209
HPCE 520/POWERSPEED ATTACHMENT EXTREME
734036
HPCE 520/WATER BREAK TANK/48L
721381
EXTREME HP 500BAR HOSE 25M
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